Philco offered five models with the 1937 Automatic Tuning mechanism. The 38-610 was identical in every respect to the mid-season 1937 model 37-610. 1930's Vintage Philco Model 37-38 Wood Tombstone/Cathedral Table Top Tube PHILCO Tube Radio 37-38, 37-610, 37-620, 37-624, 37-640 Re-Faux Pro.

Philco's 1937 model line was completely new, all 1936 model Philcos were different. This Philco Model was very similar to the new Model 37-610 (see above).

The following models remained in the Philco lineup: 37-33B, 37-38J. Two new cabinets for the five-tube Model 37-610 became available at mid-season 1937.

Philco dial #27-5031 is used in models 610, 611 and 623. Do not confuse the model 610 with model 37-610, or other numbers. To be sure, check your original.

The most well-known use of a Philco chassis in a non-Philco product was in the products manufactured by the Radiobar 504-37-610. Click to enlarge.

Item is 100 Philco Schematics, as shown in Description, but this CD is all Philco, 122 37-310 37-311 37-333 37-338 37-361 37-384 37-600 37-602 37-610.
I really wish you would let us see your schematics and service notes. Those oblique, fleeting.

I can read schematics just fine. According to the schematic, I need plate voltages of 110V (total of 16.5mA) for the transformer from a 37-610 Philco. Antique Philco Radio Preview. Philco Radio Model 511 · Preview · Philco Grandfather Clock Radio · Preview Philco 46-350 Radio Schematics · Preview.